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ROUGHIN’ IT
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“ I  F I G U R E  it’s taken me 14 years to learn how to make a knife 
the way I make them now,” Rick Schmidt, master knifemaker 
and avid sportsman, said from a quiet spot in his garden.

Rick had a few minutes to spare before taking his grand-
sons out for casting practice. “I’ve got a zero weight Sage and 
a one-weight Orvis fly rod ready to go,” he said. “The cutthroat 
will be biting soon, and we need to rip some lips!”

I was talking to a man who is nothing short of a modern-
day knifemaking marvel—but he would be the last to admit 
it. Humble doesn’t quite cover it. At least three times during 
our talk Rick broke off from what he was saying to ask about 
my life. When he realized this interview was about him, a 
lifetime of being in the forge unfolded.

After 40 years of 
making custom-knives,
this sportsman thinks 

he may be getting 
the hang of it.
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WHERE IT ALL BEGAN
Following in his father’s footsteps, Rick 
began his career in custom knifemak-
ing straight out of high school as an 
employee at Track Knives, his father’s 

handcrafted-knife shop.
“It was a family thing,” Rick said.  

“I started in the shop as soon as I 
graduated high school, and it all 
progressed from there.”

Working alongside eight other  
employees, Rick learned the ways  
of hammer and steel and custom 
knifemaking through trial and  
error—eventually perfecting his 
craft enough to take over the  

family business. In 1982, Schmidt 
Knives was born.

MORE THAN A KNIFEMAKER
Form meets functionality in all of 
Rick’s creations, and he prides him-
self on making knives specifically  
for fishing and hunting. The lifelong 
Whitefish, Montana, native may have 
spent half his life shaping and sharp-

ening steel, but the other half was 
spent trading his hammer for 

fly rods and rifles. 

A sportsman to his soul, Rick credits 
his father as the driving force behind teach-
ing him and his brother about hunting.

“By the time I was five-years-old, my 
brother and I were my dad’s hunting and 
fishing partners,” he said. “We had an 
adventure every weekend.”

Rick would go on to use his love for 
all things outdoors to supplement his 
knifemaking income and to put food on 
the table for his growing family. Guiding 
fishing trips along the South Fork of the 
Flathead River and guiding hunters for 
elk, bear, and mule deer in the Bob Mar-
shall Wilderness became a second career 
for Rick.

“There was a period of ten to fifteen 
years where I averaged a hundred days 
in a sleeping bag, and I wouldn’t prefer 
it any other way,” Rick said. “If I had to 
do it all over again, I would. There is an 
adventure around every corner. I’ve 
probably lived two lifetimes, and I’m 
still making memories.”

HOME IS WHERE THE FORGE IS
His passion for hunting big game and 
casting dry flies has influenced what he 
produces in his workshop—which he 
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created from the first floor of his home. 
With sportsmen in mind, Rick’s knife 
creations, although beautifully hand-
crafted, are meant to be used and abused. 

Through the use of the best steels, 
Rick has become something of a forge 
legend in the Big Sky state, creating 
works of art that not only are beautiful 
to display, but also perform exception-
ally in the field. From the beginning, Rick 
created functional tools out of the very 
best materials with one governing rule: 
They must hold an edge.

And the key to a knife holding an edge 
is in the use of D2 high-carbon steel.

D2 high-carbon steel is one of the 
toughest steels, making it very difficult 
to manipulate, so only seasoned knife-
makers work with the metal. With forty 
years experience, Rick can be considered 
seasoned, and he makes all of his blades 
from the high-carbon steel.

Nine 220-volt outlets service Rick’s 
workshop. His tools include a forge, mill-
ing machines, four drill presses, sanding 
disks, welding machines, and more. 
Unique to the shop is what sits in the 
center of the room: a stone wheel.

“Other knifemakers use a belt sander 

to grind with,” Rick explained. “I still use 
the stone wheel that I learned on from 
my dad. Essentially, I just kept the same 
equipment that he used and improved on 
it. It was all about being able to afford it.”

A CHANGE OF PACE
After four decades of producing custom 
knives, Rick is stepping away from the 
custom market and starting a new venture.

“I’ve been creating functional knives 
for 40 years, and now I’m changing it up 
a bit,” Rick said. “I’m taking those same 
materials and making knives that appeal 
to the collectible market.”

His fixed-blade creations still include 
the use of D2 steel for a traditional  
appearance, but he has expanded to  
the use of Damascus to create a more 
unique blade. Rick combines three 
steels to make his decorative, yet strong 
Damascus steel in-house: 15N20, a steel 
with a 2 percent high nickel content 
that produces the bright contrast of 
Damascus; L6, a hard special-purpose 
steel; and 1095 Hi-Carbon Steel, which 
is a durable, softer material.

With two hard steels and a softer steel 
between them, the metals work together 
to create a Damascus blade that is flex-
ible with more give. Meaning: no chips 
or chances of snapping, but still holds a 
sharp edge. 

Each average fixed-blade knife goes 
through a 42-step process before being 
sharpened to perfection and stamped 
with the Schmidt Knives’s decorative “S.”

The blades are paired with the very 

best of hardwoods, antlers, exotic horns, 
and ivory, giving each knife a unique 
appearance, and sheathed in custom 
leather scabbards.

“I try to make something to be proud 
of with each knife,” Rick said. “I think 
that I’m at the top of my game right now 
because I’m doing what I want to do. 
After making custom orders for twenty-
plus years, now going into the shop and 
picking up a piece of steel and doing 
what I want really makes a difference. I 
probably don’t eat as well doing it this 
way, but that’s just the way it goes.”

THE HUMBLE ARTIST
I could hear the humble knifemaker, 
sportsman, and grandfather fiddling in 
his garden as we talked and an expletive 
escaped under his breath.

“All my squash and tomato plants got 
frozen last night.” As if that sparked a 
thought, Rick quickly added. “Hey! Did 
you get your knife?”

I laughed at his change of direction 
and realized this custom knifemaker was 
selfless and thought only of others. I had 
received my knife—weeks before Rick 
had even talked to me. The beauty of the 
blade and his thoughtfulness had almost 
brought me to tears.

I wanted to take it on my first safari, 
but I was too afraid of losing my first hand-
crafted knife in Africa. I told Rick my plan 
was to leave it at home. He laughed.

“Don’t worry about losing your knife,” 
he said. “I know where you can find  
another one.” 

schmidtknives@gmail.com
I n s t a g ra m :  schmidtknivesforge
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